BREAKING CODA
EPICOR 10
When the CodaBears team sat down to develop the list of topics
for this quarter’s newsletter, everyone agreed that Epicor 10 would
have to be one of the primary topics. Momentum for the version
has been building for a while. Given the speed of the system and
the SQL platform, it’s no wonder the version has caught everyone’s
attention.
CodaBears has been expanding its team and skills to provide
the level of service needed to undertake the upgrade or
reimplementation that is on your organization’s radar. From a full
implementation team to remote, focused consulting to keep the
transition on track, CodaBears, Inc. offers relevant, experienced
assistance. In addition to our standard services, CodaBears
has made concerted efforts to address the key components for a
successful Epicor 10 transition.
Let’s start with the big one: the SQL platform. Managing data
now comes with the advantage of SQL Server and the free tools
provided with the base software needed for SQL Server. Data
is managed via the four cornerstones of SQL Server: SSAS
(SQL Server Analysis Services), SSIS (SQL Server Integration
Services), SSRS (SQL Server Report Services) and the SQL
Server Database Engine.
CodaBears has training classes for Server Managers ranging from
the casual to advanced users. Generally, each class is a halfvia Remote Session. The class uses instruction, demonstration
and hands-on exercises to educate students. Additionally, we can
schedule one-on-one training with one of our SQL Experts to either
next level.
Much ado has been made about the speed improvements in the
Epicor 10 platform. Before you can ask, we’ll answer “what’s the
catch?”. As with any upgrade, customizations and reports are
going to need your attention. Crystal Reports is still supported,
but all default reports are now supplied as SSRS reports. We
recommend cleaning the queries and reports and transitioning
reports to SQL as you can. Take advantage of the transition as
an opportunity to have users verify the report is actually used or if
it has just been hanging out there for years. Clean out the excess
baggage and speed traps.

Because of the change in platform, VB code for previous versions
of Vantage will need a transfer or rewrite into C# for Epicor 10
Web. For those organizations unable to commit staff time to
the programming aspect, CodaBears has staff to convert the
code so your team can focus on other issues. Whether a BAQ,
Dashboard, BPM, or full customization is needed, the CodaBears
team is available to either educate, guide, or completely handle
the conversion of the item.
CodeaBears has team members on staff who have advanced
knowledge of and experience in EDI and Service Connect. If
Transactions in its current system, CodaBears and help ensure
that transition is seamless.
Experience counts and saves time and money
when upgrading. The foibles, quirks and
little steps that aren’t always detailed
are already within the CodaBears’ team
learned experience.
Migration is a
simple term for a complex process.
Whether you’re undertaking data
cleanup or straight data transfer, this
step is not to be taken lightly. CodaBears
understands this and will support your team
in clean, accurate data migration.
Nothing boosts user acceptance of a new/upgraded software like
now has staff dedicated to onsite client training! We’ll take the
weight of employee education off the shoulders of an already
overburdened staff. Training classes are customized for your
organization’s ERP, whether by topic, functional area or skill
level. Our trainers will spend time educating groups of Shop
Floor employees on MES or work one-on-one with Executives
for ShopVision and Dashboards. Your implementation team can
focus on the transition while ensuring the software changes are
communicated through every level of the organization.

C# Classes are also offered for novice to advanced programmers.

No matter which route you pursue: self-education on SQL,
self-monitored upgrade or full blown, “call in the cavalry”
re-implementation, CodaBears is able to provide a full range of
support. For a more in depth discussion in preparing for the version
change call in for a complementary initial 30 minute consultation.

MAKE IT TO 10 IN 3

NEED DESIGN HELP?

Ready to dive into the Epicor 10 / SQL Pond?
Keep these 3 key steps in mind:
1) Request your software now
2) Take advantage of the DMT to clean data for the upgrade
3) You need to be at v905.702a to upgrade directly to v10

CodaBears has its own Senior Designer on staff,
available for consulting for any or all of the above.
To learn more on how we can help make the most
of your brand identity contact CodaBears.
(630) 672-7688
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DATA MIGRATION TOOL : DMT
One of the most valuable tools released in the last 10 years is the DMT. While one of the

Next Meeting

of potential additional uses which increase the value on the return of investing in the DMT.

November 14, 2014
Register today!

CodaBears offers a two hour remote training program (two sessions of one hour each) to
walk you through the basic role of the DMT and then transition into some out of the box
thinking for this product. If you’re already overwhelmed with all the preparation and transition
projects for the upgrade, CodaBears also offers full service DMT assistance for your upgrade.
A consultant will pull the appropriate data and work with team members to train on clean up
The queries written will be left in your hands for future trials and as a jumping off point for
future projects.

Contact Jane Leslie for details.

Call (630) 672-7688 for more information on how CodaBears can assist you in making the
most of the DMT.

janeleslie@codabears.com

(630) 672-7688

LUNCH & LEARN
Do you need help getting up to speed on SQL Server and C#? CodaBears is
there to assist you. We have created a series of courses to quickly expose
you to the fundamentals and develop your skills in both of these areas. Each
course is 4 hours so that you do not have to be gone from your day-to-day
duties to learn.

What’s Lunch & Learn? Simply put it’s a free 30 minute
training scheduled in the middle of the work day so
you can sit at your desk, enjoy your lunch in virtual

Our SQL Series: 5 courses to take you from basics to writing advanced
queries.

The weekly lunchtime event has become so popular that
we’ve been maxing out participation for the sessions.
What makes it so exciting? The fact that we’re covering

: SQL Server basics, maintenance, security,
data types, and how to write queries.

training by one of the CodaBear’s Associates.

Epicor users. Topics we’ve covered to date include:

and aggregating data.

Epicor 10 Basic Navigation

: SQL Server Report Server (SSRS) overview,
data sources and datasets, creating reports using both Report Builder

Change Logs

data in the report.
: Subreports, chained parameters, performance
considerations, advanced reports.
: functions, variables and temp tables,
various control structures, and unions.
C# Series: This series of courses will take you from the basics of writing C#
code to advanced topics. Items covered include for/while loops, conditional

Progress Database Maintenance
SQL Maintenance
How to Modify a Standard SSRS Report
Data Directives
If you have a topic you’d like addressed, please email
jane@codabears.com. To be added to the invitation
list for future Lunch & Learn sessions, or to get links
to videos of past presentations, Jane can help you out
there as well.

10: form controls, events, the script editor, rules, data adapters, data views,
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